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Characterization of Influenza D Virus 
Reassortant Strain in Swine from Mixed Pig 

and Beef Farm, France  
Appendix 

Methods 

a. Sequencing 

To assess the origins of isolated D/swine/France/29–220655/2022 strain, RNA-

sequencing using the Ion Torrent Proton technology was performed both on viral RNA for in-

depth study of the seven genomic segments and after hemagglutinin-esterase-fusion (HEF)-

encoding gene amplification by RT-PCR using specific primers (1). The obtained 

D/swine/France/29–220655/2022 sequences we deposited in GenBank under accession numbers 

PP133482-PP133488. 

b. Phylogenies construction 

The D/swine/France/29–220655/2022 sequences were aligned to all IDV sequences 

available in NCBI Nucleotide database. Full-genome sequences were concatenated using ad hoc 

Shell scripts based on SeqKit (2). After alignment, non-coding and poor-quality sequences were 

removed. Maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were constructed using `iqtree2 -T 

AUTO–alrt 1000 -B 1000` for each segment and for the full genome alignments (3). The 

resulting ML trees were visualized, rooted at midpoint, colored and exported as SVG using the 

iTOL webserver (https://itol.embl.de/). The tree branches were colored based on the HEF clade 

classification according to Gaudino et al., 2022 (4), including the full-genome tree. 
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c. Protein 3D structure modeling 

The HEF coding sequences were translated to proteins with MEGA 7.0.26 using the 

standard genetic code. Alignments, logo and consensus statistics were calculated and plotted 

using the ggmsaa R package (http://yulab-smu.top/ggmsa/). Alignments and predictions of 2D 

and 3D structures were performed using the Swiss-Model webserver (5) with the 5e64.1.A IDV 

HEF template (6). 
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Appendix Figure. Maximum-likelihood influenza D virus phylogenetic tree created from the isolated 

D/swine/France/29-220655/2022 strain (blue text) recovered from pigs at a mixed pig and beef farm in 
France. Hemagglutinin-esterase fusion coding sequences phylogeny. 
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